Epoxy Tops signature core
colors
for Epoxy Resin Products
Formaspace offers Epoxy Resin worksurfaces
and products in a popular selection of signature
core colors. This includes Black Onyx, Graphite,
Dark Khaki, Tan, Gray, and Lunar White. Custom
and special order colors are also available.
To learn more and request samples, either by
individual color or the full selection of core
colors, please get in touch with a representative
via email at hello@epoxytops.com, or by phone at
844.735.6438. Send contact information, color
choice[s], and quantities needed, and a
representative will be happy to fulfill your
request.
Disclaimer: This spec sheet is to be used only
as a guide. These printed colors are close approximations
of our epoxy resin worksurface colors and may not be
exact. For matching and specification, please request
physical samples to see the most accurate
representations of our epoxy resin worksurface color
choices.
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Epoxy Tops Select Colors
for Epoxy Worksurfaces

Formaspace offers Epoxy worksurfaces and
laboratory products in even more options with our
Select Colors palette. In addition to our Signature
Core Colors range, the Select Colors set includes
Alpine White, Bronze, Forest Green, Ivory, Pacific
Blue, Pearl, Pewter; Platinum, Sand and Steel Blue.
To learn more about these products and request
samples in any of our Select or Signature Core color
offerings, please send your request to a
representative via email at hello@epoxytops.com, or
call 844.735.6438 to make your request over the
phone. With your color choice[s], quantities required,
and contact and delivery information, a
representative will be happy to fulfill your request.

Disclaimer: This color chart is to be used as a guide
only. Printed colors are close approximations of our
worksurface colors, but due to numerous factors of
printing on paper, they may not be exact. For
specific co/or-matching, physical samples will work
best for viewing the most accurate representations
of our worksurface color options.
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